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ABSTRACT 
Let G be an in&&e compact group and Z its dual object. Let m(G) denote the 
least cardinal number of an open base of the topology of G. In [3, 28.21 it is proved 
that m(G)=dimLz(G) and in [3, 28.621 that #G=2m(o). 
In this paper it is proved that B(G) is isometrically isomorphic to Lr(Z’m(c)) 
(1 < P < 00). 
It is proved that when G and H are compact groups with M(G) isometrically 
isomorphic to M(H), then D(G) is isometrically isomorphic to U(H). Further it 
is proved that M(G) is isometrically isomorphic to Af(!Wo)) in case G is abelian. 
NOTATIONS 
The cardinality of a set A is denoted # A. 
If X is a topological space then 8(X) denotes the least cardinal number 
of a dense subset of X. 
The least cardim number of an open base of the topology of X is 
denoted m(X). The spaces M(X) and ,9(X, cl) are as defined in [3]. We 
view Li(X, ,u) as a subspace of M(X) in the usual way. Let X be a 
compact group. By mx we denote the normdised Hsar measure on X 
and we write &r(X) instead of Lr(X, mx). T is the unit circle. For a 
cardinal number n Tn is in an obvious way a compact group. 
When M and N are Banach spaces we write M g N if M and N are 
isometricrtlly isomorphic. 
Let (HYh be a family of Ban&oh spaces, 11. ]lY being the norm on H,,. 
Denote by @,,,, Hy the class of all functions f defined on r with f(r) E Hy 
for each y and such that zEr I]/(r)]], exists. Then Qcr Hy is a Bansch 
space under the norm ]]/I]= &,r ]]f(r)]],,. When all H,, are the same, 
Hy = H for all y and # I’= m, we write mH instead of @,,,, H,,. For 
other notations see [3]. 
THEOREM 1 
Let G be an infinite compact group and Z its dual object. Let m be 
an infinite cardinal number and 1 <p < 00. The following are equivalent : 
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(1) # z=m. 
(2) m(G) =m. 
(3) d(C(G)) =m. 
(4) d(D(G)) =m. 
(6) D(G) g D(Tm). 
(6) L”(G) E L”(Tm). 
PROOF 
(1) * (2) is proved in [3, 28.21. 
(2) -c+ (3) is proved in [4] Theorem 1, p. 110. 
Since D(G) is homeomorphic to D(G) for 1 <p< 00 [l, exercise 10 
p. 2571 and D(G) s 12(Z) [ use the Weyl-Peter Theorem 3, 27.401 we see 
that 8(0(G)) =S(D(G)) = 8(P(Z)) = # Z so (1) + (4). From [B] Theorem 1 
and Lemma 3, we infer that D(G) E D(T”) for some cardinal number n. 
Applying the implication (1) * (4) to the group Tn we obtain 8(.D(G)) = 
=&Q’(T”))= # (Tn)^= # (0% Z)=n. So (4) e (5). 
From (1) + (5) follows: # Z=m ++ D(G) E iY(T”). 
So (1) =+- (6) is trivial. From [2] we infer D(G) g Ll(T”) in case 
L”(G) E i!Y(Tm). So we have (6) =+ (1). 
COROLLARY 2 
If ,u E M(G) and D(G, ,u) E L*(Tfl) then n<m. 
THEOREM 3 
Let G and H be compact groups and let there be given a linear isometry 
AS’ from M(G) onto M(H). Then D(G) E D(H). 
PROOF 
When X is a topological space and p, v E M(X), it is easy to see that 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) P Iv* 
(2) If 1 Eq, then IIp+W= b-4+ 14 llvll. 
From this it follows again easily that when X and Y are topological 
spaces, R a linear isometry from M(X) onto M(Y) and p E M(X), then 
WAX, Pu)) =Jw y, 84. 
So we see that 
&D(G)) = &S(Ll(G))) = 6(D(H, Smc)) < S(D(H)) = B(S-l(D(H))) = 
= d(U(G, S-lm~)) Q &V(G)). 
SO 8(D(G))=d(D(H)). Now apply (4) =+ (6) of Theorem 1 to obtain 
D(G) E D(H). 
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LEMMA 4 
Let G be an infinite abelian group with # G = m and let n be an infinite 
cardinal number with n~m. Then G has a subgroup H with # fl=rn 
and # G/H=n. 
PROOF 
(1) Assume that every non-zero element a of G has infinite order. 
Apply Zorn’s Lemma to make a maximal independent subset n of G. 
Every element a of G satisfies a relation sa= xSl ttya where yi, . . . . YE E II, 
SET and tl, . . . . &E%. Hence #A=m. 
Now let r C II with # A\P=m and # P=n. 
If H = {ala E G, there exist yi, . . ., yk E n\r, s in and tl, . . ., tk E % with 
sa= E=, Q yt>, then H is a subgroup of G, # G/H =n and # H =m. 
(2) Assume G to be a p-primary group. Then G contains a subgroup B 
such that B is isomorphic to a weak direct product of cyclic groups and 
the quotient group G/B is divisible [3, A.241. First, suppose n< # G/B. 
Then by [3, A.141 there exists a subgroup H of G with B C H, # G/H = 
= # KWWIB) = n and # H/B= # BIB. 
Then # H=(# B).(# H/B)=(# B)-(# G/B)=# G=m. 
Now suppose # GIB<n<m. Then # B=m. It is easy to see that 
there exists a subgroup H of B with # B/H = n and # H =m. 
Then # G/H=(# G/B)-(# H/B)=(# G/B)en=n. 
(3) Finally we turn to the general case. 
Let L be the subgroup of G consisting of those elements that have 
finite order. Now let n Q # G/L. By (1) there exists a subgroup H of G 
with L C H, # G/H = # (G/L)/(H/L) = n and # H/L = # G/L. So 
# H=(# L).(# H/L)=(# L).(# G/L)= # G=m. 
Now let # GIL<n<m. L is isomorphic to a weak direct product of 
P-primary groups [3, A.31. Now apply (2) to find a subgroup H of L with 
#H=#L=m and #L/H=n. 
Then # G/H=(# G/L)-(# L/H)=n. 
LEMMAS 
Let G be an infinite compact abelian group, 2 its dual group and 
# Z=m Let n be an infinite cardinal number with n < m Then there 
exist a set L(n) and a collection (H ) I I~&(,,) of closed linear subspaces of 
M(G) such that: 
(1) # L(n)=2”. 
(2) If s,tEL(n) and sft, pEH8 and q~Ht then p Ia. 
(3) If SE L(n), then H8 s Ll(P). 
PROOF 
There is a subgroup r of z with # r=m and # Z/F=n [Lemma 41. 
Let H be the dual group of z/J’ considered as a closed subgroup of G. 
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Let rn~ be a Haar measure on H considered as an element of M(G). Let 
b8ha~cn) be the set of all translates of rnH and let H,=D(G, pa). Then 
#L(n)= # G/H=2”r=2” [3, 28.521. So (1) holds, (2) is obvious and (3) 
follows from Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 6 
Let G be an infinite compact abelian group and Z its dual group. Let 
# Z=m and let I be the set of all infinite cardinal numbers less or equal 
to m. Then 
(1) M(G) g Zl(2”) &I 2mD(T”). 
(2) M(G) E M(Tm). 
PROOF 
(1) Use Lemma 5 and [4], Theorem 6 p. 176. 
(2) By observing that the dual group of Tm is 0, z and # 0, Z=rn 
from (1) we see M(Tm) g Zl(2”) &I 2mLl(Tn) gg M(G). 
NOTES 
(1) In Theorem 6 we may also suppose I is the set of all cardinal 
numbers less or equal to m. 
(2) Theorem 6 can easily be generalised to compactly generated groups. 
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